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Abstract

During the 19th and 20th centuries, emigrants on the Northern
in a communication behavior that left messages carved, incised

physical landscape. Often mingling with indigenous pictograph
as "rock art," the emigrants' messages are called "historic inscr

form of names, dates, text, and ideographs. This information re
"residual communication" represents archaeological evidence
who influenced and transformed environments and histories in
goal of this dissertation is to examine historic inscriptions on th
explore how these communication elements convey individual
identities, and cultural values during a period of sudden and dr
region. This dissertation research asserts that historic inscriptio

cultural resource that can provide information about topics su
importance of self, and are literal signatures of colonialism via
Northern Plains rock art. While many publications have examin
art, this dissertation is the first of its kind to systematically exam
historic inscriptions on the Northern Plains as a cultural resour
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